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Greens/EFA digital funding tool

Call for tender

SHORT PRESENTATION

The Greens/EFA group aspire to attain two overarching goals with the creation of this new digital tool
dedicated to EU funding opportunities. On the one hand, the tool can help to support our partners in the
member states (eg. CSOs, local councillors,...) in an effective manner in their search for funding
opportunities. As Greens, we are natural allies of grassroots organisations and progressive communities
that might benefit from many programmes but lack capacity for proper orientation. 

On the other hand, through the main features of the tool, we hope to highlight ecological, social and
progressive project opportunities and incentivise project development towards this direction.

This tool is a great innovation that will serve every potential user in its simplicity: it directly answers a
digital need of regrouping all funding opportunities in a clear and easy way, while ensuring equal access to
such information.

A digital tool aimed at providing a curated experience to end users such as individuals, companies,
charities, groups, member states and more… into finding the most adequate European funding program to
develop their project. The tool should function in the format of a Q&A logic and ask a minimum of
efficient questions to automatically process the users’ answers information and assemble it as one persona:
each typical persona known by the tool should be associated with one or more possible funding program
that the user will be offered to apply to whether by an email or a contact name or a page of reference. To
be able to provide the user with such experience, the package developed should include the collection of
the data to be used to create the automated database in the first place, and the front end and back end
development of the application, as well as a handover kit with minimum support post delivery of the tool
to the Group.

The goal of this tool is for the Greens/EFA to attain two overarching goals. On the one hand, the tool can
help to support our partners in the member states (eg. CSOs, local councillors,...) in an effective manner in
their search for funding opportunities.
As Greens, we are natural allies of grassroots organisations and progressive communities that might benefit
from many programmes but lack capacity for proper orientation.

On the other hand, through the design of the tool, we can highlight ecological, social and progressive
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project opportunities (branding) and incentivise project development towards this direction.

A budget of up to EUR 89.500 will be made available. The budget available for the project includes all
elements of its conception and execution.

LETTER INVITATION TO TENDER
TENDER SPECIFICATIONS
TENDER CONCEPT NOTE
DATABASE COMPILATION  (Excel doc)
CONTRACT MODEL (Word doc)
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Attached documents

Invitation to tender - EU funding tool
 Tender specifications - EU funding tool
 Concept - EU funding tool
 Database compilation - EU funding tool
 Contract model (Word doc)
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